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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Sunset Ridge in Cochrane was planned as a complete community,
through the development of Stage 1 by Tirion and now Stage 2
& 3 by Sunset Properties (managed by Melcor Developments).
The pedestrian environment and connectivity was forefront in the
design considerations. Streetscapes, open spaces and pathway
linkages were purposefully thought out and placed to create an
environment that encouraged residents to take advantage of
these amenities, to socialize and contribute to a well-balanced
community.
The Sunset Ridge Stage 3 Neighbourhood Plan will contribute to
the fulfilment of the complete community design for Sunset Ridge.
Key design elements that enable Sunset Ridge to function as a
complete residential community include the following:
• a variety of housing options ranging from estate homes to
multi-family condos, meeting different economic needs and
permitting aging in place;
• special attention to streetscapes and architectural controls;
• an open space system with an extensive central green
corridor connecting to multiple playground areas;
• three school sites and an off-leash dog park;
• a permanent escarpment environmental reserve area;
• mixed use neighbourhood commercial area;
• enhanced stormwater management facilities as place making
features;
• extensive local and regional pathway connections, and;
• a Homeowner’s Association and community centre facilities
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Sunset Ridge Stage 3
Neighbourhood Plan
Sunset Ridge
Stage 2 ASP
Sunset Ridge
Stage 1 ASP
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The plan area is bounded by the remaining development
phases of Sunset Ridge Stage 2 to the south, Highway 22
to the west, and country residential development within
Rocky View County to the north and agricultural lands to
the east.
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The Sunset Ridge Stage 3 Neighbourhood Plan is
approximately 32.49 hectares (80.28 acres) located in
north Cochrane within the Sunset Ridge Stage 2 Area
Structure Plan.
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The Stage 3 plan boundary is directly affected by
a north access and is unable to develop unless an
access is secured.
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The current population is 4836 within Sunset Ridge
and the pressure for another fully dedicated all-turns
access has been reached.
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For the purpose of the Community Enhancement
Evaluation (CEE), the plan area should be considered
comprehensively with the existing Sunset Ridge
Stage 1 & 2 NSPs due to the small size of Stage 3.
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Stage 3 is a continuation of the community of Sunset
Ridge and completes the remaining development
lands within the Sunset Ridge Stage 2 Area Structure
Plan.
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Stage 1 by Tirion
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NORTH ACCESS PROPOSITION

Why is a proposed north
access needed?
A second north all-turn access to Highway 22
is required to complete development of Sunset
Ridge. The community’s ultimate access is
dependent on future long-term development in
Rocky View County. Proposed interim access
will improve traffic flows in and out of the
community and increase safety along Highway
22.
As part of the 2004 Annexation and Sunset Ridge Area Structure
Plan process (Approved 2005), discussion occurred between
the Town of Cochrane, Rocky View County and owners/residents
of the area regarding the logical annexation and ASP boundaries.
Alberta Transportation, as part of these processes, helped identify
the future Sunset Ridge intersection locations. Through discussions
with residents in the area, one intersection was located within the
Town Boundary and the second, dictated by existing development
west of Highway 22, sat outside the Town Boundary. At the time
it was understood that the owners on the east side of Highway
22 were strongly against being annexed into the Town, since
they had recently purchased the parcel for single residence, and
asked to be excluded from the 2004 annexation. Administration
agreed to exclude this parcel, however, the Sunset Ridge ASP was
approved showing the ultimate access with a dashed line with the
understanding that annexation would occur in the near future.
Spring 2010 – Tirion develops a large portion of the Sunset Ridge
Community and then decides to sell Sunset Properties to Melcor
including the remaining 300+ acres of land. Discussion occur with
Administration on next steps.

December 2010 – Melcor submits a Neighbourhood Plan application
for their land holdings within Sunset Ridge. As part of this
submission, Town Administration identify the need for an updated
Area Structure Plan in conjunction with a Neighbourhood Plan.
The community becomes staged with Tirion Properties existing
development forming Stage 1, Melcor Developments Stages 2-3, and
Future RVC lands (which are not owned by Melcor) as Stage 4.
October 2011 – Request is made by Melcor to Cochrane Council
to consider annexation of the north 40 acres as part of the ASP/
NP processes. At time of approval of the Stage 2 ASP and Stage 2
Neighbourhood Plan no formal progress/process on the annexation
of these lands is imminent and Melcor proceeds with development
of their approved Stage 2 with the understanding that progress
could be made on the north access in a timely manner as Stage 2
development build-out occurred. All land reliant on the north access
(Melcor’s Stage 3 and RVC Stage 4) is shadowed for a later time.
2015- Closure of Full-Turns Access at of Ranche Road and
conversion to Right-In, Right-Out – Residents of Sunset Ridge, +/4800 residents, continually express frustrations to Administration
and Melcor Developments regarding access limitations within Sunset
Ridge. Given the lack of progress on the annexation of the Stage
4 lands in RVC, it became imperative for Melcor to look at interim
options within the Town of Cochrane boundary and within their
ownership to secure a second full access for existing residents as it
appeared that neither municipality was seeking annexation.
Fall 2016- Alberta Transportation selects proposed interim option
based on technical and safety guidelines.
June 2017 – Melcor hosts an open house to discuss and provide
information about the second access before formal submission.
October 2017 – Melcor proceeds with conversations between
Alberta Transportation, Town of Cochrane, Rocky View County and
area residents in advance of a formal application.
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NORTH ACCESS PROPOSITION

Long Term Road Network

Rocky View County

Future
Intersection
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Primary Collector

Proposed
Collector

Proposed
Residential Road

Township Road 263
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Sunset Ridge Stage 2
(Approved)

Rocky View County

aps\Stages.mxd

Town of Cochrane

Ultimate Access
Location

Rocky View County

The long-term road network
shown for the area is based on the
Transportation Study completed
for the Cochrane Lake Hamlet
Plan (Rocky View County). Further
analysis will be completed to confirm
road classifications and alignment as
development is proposed.
Ultimate access for Sunset Ridge
Stage 3 is planned to be provided via
a connection to Township Road 263
to the north. Township Road 263 will
be a full intersection onto Highway
22.

Why build an interim access
rather than the ultimate
access?
This connection is currently located
outside the Town of Cochrane City
Limits on lands that are not owned
by Melcor, and such development
of the ultimate north access is
currently not possible.
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NORTH ACCESS PROPOSITION

Ultimate Access Solution
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Legend
Town of Cochrane Boundary
Proposed Interim Access

Notes:
Sunset Ridge
#1: Interim Road to be contained within the existing Alberta
Transportion (Highway 22) Right of Way INTERIM - NORTH ACCESS WITH
PLACE
SERVICE ROAD
#2: Interim Access to be removed once lands RIDGE
in Rocky
View
May 2017
County (north of Sunset Ridge) are developed
#3: Neighbourhood design is conceptual only and subject to
change through the Neighbourhood Plan application process.

May 23, 2017 - 3:20pm W:\1293b Sunset Stage 3\dwg\1293b Interim & Ultimate OPTION A 20April2017.dwg

Town of Cochrane Boundary
Closed Interim Access
Proposed Ultimate Access
*ROAD CLASSIFATION AND ALIGNMENT TO BE DETERMINED AT TIME OF DEVELOPMENT

Notes:
#1: Access alignment to be determined at the detailed design stage
Sunset
#2: Road classification and alignment to be determined at time
of Ridge
development
ULTIMATE - NORTH ACCESS WITH
RIDGE
PLACE
#3: Neighbourhood design is conceptual only and
subject
toSERVICE
changeROAD
through the Neighbourhood Plan application process.
May 2017
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NORTH ACCESS PROPOSITION

Benefits of the Interim Access Solution
VIEW RIDGE PLACE INT

The proposed interim access solution
will provide safer access to highway 22
through the addition of acceleration
and deceleration lanes, improving the
transportation network for Rocky View
County residents.
Relocating the interim
HIGHWAY 22access
PROFILE further
south eliminates potential conflicts
between the two existing non-aligned
intersections by providing proper
intersection spacing in the interim.

HIGHWAY 22 LOOKING EAST

The interim access road and intersection
will be located entirely within the existing
Alberta Transportation Right of Way to
avoid impacts
on Rocky View County
SOUTH ACCESS ROAD PROFILE
residents.
Residents of Sunset Ridge are in need
of a second all-turns access out of their
community.
The interim access solution will be able
to handle the capacity of a fully builtout Sunset Ridge community. As such,
the ultimate access is not necessary to
accommodate
growth
within
VIEW
RIDGE PLACE
PROFILEthe existing
town boundary. This also assumes dual
left turn improvements onto Highway 22
from Sunset Boulevard.
PRELIMINARY
FOR DISCUSSION ONLY
SUBJECT TO REVISION

±
HIGHWAY 22 LOOKING SOUTH

HWY 22

Jason Huie / Mar. 14, 17 / M:\26700\26716_Sunset_Ridge_North_Access\02_CADD\20_Drafting\201_Twp_Rd_263_Intersection\26716_PRDY_AUTOTURN_SOUTH_160929.dwg

HWY 22

±

Legend:

SUNSET RIDGE NORTH ACCESS
OPTION A
NORTH ACCESS WITH VIEW RIDGE PLACE SERVICE ROAD

EXHIBIT 1
SCALE: 1:2500
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ENHANCEMENT EVALUATION
1.

How does the development proposal advance the Town’s goal of
creating safe, walkable, and vibrant neighbourhoods for residents of
all ages and abilities?
Safety

The Sunset Ridge Stage 3 Neighbourhood Plan implements CPTED principles in its design,
including sightlines along roads and pathways and a variety of routing options. Open
spaces are situated in visually prominent locations that avoid dead ends and enclosed
spaces. The plan area contains internal pedestrian/ bike connectivity with minimal road
crossings and enhanced pedestrian crossings where open spaces are separated by the
primary road network. These crossings ensure vehicles are slowed down to promote
pedestrian and bicycle traffic as the primary use. In addition, the proposed second access
to Sunset Ridge will include acceleration/deceleration lanes on both sides of Highway 22,
improving safety for residents and motorists. The second access also provides added safety
in terms of alternate routing if Sunset Boulevard is closed due to emergency.

Enhanced pedestrian crossing in
Sunset Ridge Stage 2

Walkability
Sunset Ridge Stage 3 completes a linear roadway system that provides direct routes and is supplemented by a central linear park
that leads to the school site. The boundary conditions for the plan area include Highway 22 to the west and private property within
Rocky View County to the north and west; as a result, the potential for external pedestrian connectivity is minimal. Pedestrian routes
are focused on connecting the site internally including east-west internal connections that will benefit existing Sunset Ridge residents.
Pedestrian connections are provided to the existing Stage 2 lands to the south as well as future potential connections to the north for
Sunset Ridge Stage 4.

Vibrant Communities
Sunset Ridge Stage 3 will provide a mix of housing types to meet the needs of a diverse neighbourhood, including single-family, semidetached and townhouse product. Single and semi-detached unit types will be varied, including laned and front-drive product as well
as shallow-wide lots. The neighbourhood will include a linear open space and a dog park, and is centered around the joint use school
site in Sunset Ridge Stage 2. Each of these spaces will provide focal points for the community. Sunset Ridge Stage 3 will continue the
unique and identifiable theming of the Sunset Ridge community at entrances and neighbourhood nodes. The housing mix for Stage 3
should also be considered in the context of the overall Sunset Ridge community; estate homes are planned for the lower benchlands in
Stage 2 where this housing type is most marketable.
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LINEAR PARK
provides connectivity
to the school site and
to the future potential
development area to the
north.

DIVERSITY OF
HOUSING TYPES
including townhouses
and both laned and
front-drive single-family
and semi-detached to
appeal to a range of
residents.

HIGHWAY 22

LANED HOUSING along
collector roadways
reduces potential conflict
between pedestrians and
vehicles.

SERVICE ROAD

SECOND ACCESS to
Highway 22 provides
a benefit to Sunset Ridge
and the Town by improving
traffic access to Sunset
Ridge and creating safer
turning movements with the
addition of acceleration/
decelaration lanes.

NEIGHBOURHOOD
PARKS are located
in areas that are highly
visible and have multiple
access points. Dead ends
are avoided and adjacent
homes provide natural
surveillance.

Rocky View County
Town of Cochrane

NEIGHBOURHOOD
THEMING at entrances
and focal points is continued
from Sunset Ridge and
contributes to sense of
place.

storm/pipe easement

CLEAR SIGHTLINES
throughout the community
increases visibility.

DOG PARK and SCHOOL
SITE located centrally
to the plan area promote
community gatherings and
provide important assets to
the Town.

R-2 SINGLE FAMILY FRONT-DRIVE

Nov 03, 2017 - 12:27pm W:\1293b Sunset Stage 3\dwg\1293b Concept Nov 1 2017.dwg
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R-2 SINGLE FAMILY LANED
Subject Lands

R-2 SINGLE FAMILY SHALLOW-WIDE LANED

R-2 SEMI-DETACHED FRONT-DRIVE
R-2 SEMI-DETACHED LANED
R-3 TOWNHOUSES

NTS

Sunset Ridge
Concept Plan
November 2017
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ENHANCEMENT EVALUATION
2.

How does the development proposal protect and maintain scenic views
and vistas, integrate Cochrane’s Western heritage, and maintain the feeling
of open spaces that exemplify Cochrane’s unique identity and small-town
atmosphere?
Sunset Ridge Stage 3 is situated at one of the highest points in Cochrane . In order to take advantage of scenic views of the valley and
mountains, blocks in the plan area are oriented along the north-south access. This provides clear vistas down streets and blocks. The
neighbourhood branding and architectural theming will be in line with the existing stages of Sunset Ridge, which incorporate western
theming and styles into amenity areas and entry features including fencing and site furniture.
Sunset Ridge embraces open spaces in its urban design and uses them as focal points and gathering places for the community. Stage 3 will
balance urban density with the desire to maintain a small-town atmosphere and provide a contextual low-density interface with adjacent
rural uses.

Western style theming in Sunset Ridge Park
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Sunset Ridge entry feature

3.

How does the development proposal
encourage the preservation and
celebration of significant natural and
environmental features and/or cultural
resources for the benefit of the entire
community?

REGIONAL PATHWAY
through Sunset Ridge
community

SUNSET RIDGE
STAGE 3

While there are no existing natural or environmentally significant
features within Sunset Ridge Stage 3, the plan should be
evaluated in the context of the overall Sunset Ridge community.
The Sunset Ridge Stage 2 Neighbourhood Plan identifies an
existing wetland adjacent to Stage 3 that will be reconstructed
and enhanced to include a pedestrian viewing area and
interpretive boardwalk.
All stages of Sunset Ridge are designed to take advantage of
natural views and to provide a low profile adjacent to existing
adjacent agricultural areas. The pathway and open system
throughout Sunset Ridge connects residents to natural and
environmental features south of the plan area such as the Big Hill
Creek Valley Escarpment area.
BIG HILL CREEK VALLEY
Escarpment Area &
Environmental Open Space

WETLAND COMPLEX
to be reconstructed
adjacent to Stage 3
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ENHANCEMENT EVALUATION
4.

How does the development proposal contribute to the development of
complete communities in Cochrane?

HIGHWAY 22

RANGE OF HOUSING includes
single-detached,semidetached and townhouses,
laned and unlaned products.

SERVICE ROAD

IMPROVED CONNECTIVITY
for the community of Sunset
Ridge, including additional
Highway 22 access.

Rocky View County
Town of Cochrane

As demonstrated within the Introduction & Key Features of Sunset Ridge, the proposed development is a logical extension completing
the community of Sunset Ridge. Sunset Ridge Stage 3 will continue to foster the principles established within the Stage 2 Neighbourhood
Plan by including a variety of housing product types and open space amenities, and will also improve transportation access for the overall
community of Sunset Ridge. As a whole, the community of Sunset Ridge provides a mix of low to high-density housing options, mixed use
and commercial areas, and a range of recreational and open space amenities.

DOG PARK provides a key
community and Town amenity
that contributes to complete
community in Sunset Ridge.

storm/pipe easement

VARIETY OF OPEN SPACES
central to the neighbourhood
provide gathering places and
community focal points.
Nov 03, 2017 - 12:27pm W:\1293b Sunset Stage 3\dwg\1293b Concept Nov 1 2017.dwg
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Sunset Ridge

Legend
Subject Lands
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Concept Plan
November 2017

5.

How does the development proposal incorporate exemplary building design
and compact urban form that reflect the Town’s Planning Principles, the
Western Heritage Design Guidelines, where applicable, and the efficient use
of land and resources?
Sunset Ridge Stage 3 balances small-town feel with urban density by providing a variety of housing forms and densities within a modified
grid road layout. Community branding will incorporate design elements from the Western Heritage Design Guidelines and will align with
the existing Sunset Ridge theming. Melcor will continue to implement stringent architectural guidelines in Stage 3 to ensure a consistently
high-quality design standard of product similar to what has been delivered in Stage 2.
Residential buildings in the neighbourhood will be oriented to the street, and lanes will be utilized along key streets in order to enhance
the public realm and minimize parking and driveway conflicts.
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ENHANCEMENT EVALUATION
6.

How does the development proposal ensure connectivity within and
between neighbourhoods and provide opportunities to connect to and
maintain a future transit network within the Town of Cochrane?
The Sunset Ridge Stage 3 Neighbourhood Plan provides continued connectivity within the neighbourhood of Sunset Ridge through the
extension of the central linear park and regional pathway. This central green corridor extends south all the way to the south end of the
community with a planned future connection to the Cochrane Ranchehouse pathway system, providing a safe route for pedestrians to key
destinations such as schools with minimal road crossings.
Stage 3 provides a second transportation access to Highway 22 and future road connections to the north, although the boundary
conditions for the plan area limit potential for external pedestrian connectivity. As such, pedestrian routes are focused on connecting the
site internally and to the existing Sunset Ridge Stage 2 to the south. The additional east-west connectivity provided by Stage 3 is also
critical to improving connectivity for the overall community of Sunset Ridge.
The plan area can be readily served by future public transportation as an extension of the Sunset Ridge community. The two north-south
collector roads and the east-west collector connection in the plan area provide ample opportunity for a future public transportation route
within 400m walking distance of all residents.
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7.

How does the development proposal address the Cochrane Renewable
Energy Framework and encourage responsible sustainable practices,
including use of alternative energy sources?
Builders in Sunset Ridge are encouraged to use energy efficient building practices. In
addition, the Sunset Ridge architectural controls facilitate the use of solar panels on
homes; these architectural controls will be carried through into Sunset Ridge Stage 3.
The adjacent reconstructed wetland and stormwater management system will
improve water quality, preserve natural amenities and provide wetland habitat.
The neighbourhood addresses sustainable practices through its compact urban form.
The Cochrane Sustainability Plan identifies a target of intensifying the 2009 Cochrane
development footprint area by 25%. This neighbourhood utilizes a mix of housing
product to achieve a density above 8 units per acre. This allows for the more efficient
allocation of resources such as utility infrastructure, and improves residents’ access to
and ability to utilize amenities and future transit.

8.

Solar panels installed on a home in
Sunset Ridge Stage 2

How does the development proposal
promote a healthy and active lifestyle?
The development will promote active lifestyles through the continuation
of a safe and connected central green corridor and regional pathway.
The linear parkway in Sunset Ridge incorporates an outdoor exercise
circuit; Melcor will be working with local fitness groups on active
programming that engages residents to utilize the excercise circuit. The
Homeowners’ Asociation and community centre facility in Sunset Ridge
encourage a healthy social fabric in the comunity.
The availability of a safe and direct route from homes to school sites
with minimal road crossings will encourage children to walk or cycle
to school. The green corridor extends the length of the Sunset Ridge
community, meaning that residents can cycle or walk to key destinations
such as neighbourhood parks and commercial areas, or use the long and
varied pathway network for recreation.

Example of fitness circuit station in Sunset Ridge
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ENHANCEMENT EVALUATION

9.

What is the strategy to engage stakeholders, surrounding residents/
landowners, and the broader Cochrane community in the process?
Prior to the submission of a Neighbourhood Plan application, a Public Open House was held to inform and consult stakeholders
about the proposed Highway 22 access to Sunset Ridge, also informing attendees that a Stage 3 Neighbourhood Plan application
would be forthcoming. Additional consultation work is currently under way with affected Rocky View County residents.
Through the Neighbourhood Plan application process, an additional Open House will be held to present the proposed plan
and gain feedback. This feedback will be provided to Cochrane Administration and where feasible, incorporated into the final
Neighbourhood Plan. This project has a dedicated engagement specialist who is available to discuss concerns and answer
questions either in-person or via phone or email.

10. How does the development proposal implement innovative or emerging
development practices and trends?
Sunset Ridge Stage 3 comprises the remainder of the Sunset Ridge community and is relatively small in size. Stage 3 should be
evaluated in the context of the overall Sunset Ridge community, which implements a number of working innovative trends such
as:
• rear attached housing product
• a combined wetland/stormwater pond complex
• a community centre building funded by the developer and operated by the Homeowners’ Association at no cost to the
Town
• An outdoor exercise circuit along the regional spine designed by medical professionals, a first of its kind in Western
Canada.
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CONCLUSION

The Stage 3 Neighbourhood Plan will contribute to the comprehensive residential commmunity of Sunset Ridge by:
• providing a second access to Highway 22, improving access for all of Sunset Ridge;
• including a variety of residential options that complement the existing options in Sunset Ridge, meet a range of economic
needs and permit aging in place;
• providing an off-leash dog park, which is a regional use and open space, and;
• locating all residences in proximity to educational opportunities and public open spaces for communal use.

The neighbourhood of Sunset Ridge Stage 3 is the logical extension of Sunset Ridge within the Town of Cochrane and the
completion of development within the Stage 2 Sunset Ridge Area Structure Plan. Stage 3 represents an opportunity to conclude
the construction of a planned complete community, recognizing the desire of residents to live in a finished community. This can be
done without annexing additional land and with full capacity available for existing growth while protecting the long-term integrity
of the ultimate transportation access.
Melcor understands the need for a second access to the community of Sunset Ridge, as expressed by current residents. Melcor
feels confident that the proposed interim access solution is the best approach to provide a second access for residents and allow
the completion of the community while also improving safety along the highway and reducing negative impacts on Rocky View
County residents.
Melcor and their consultants look forward to gaining feedback from Council and proceeding with a Neighbourhood Plan
submission for review by Administration.
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